We propose a new, ambitious framework for abstractive summarization, which aims at selecting the content of a summary not from sentences, but from an abstract representation of the source documents. This abstract representation relies on the concept of Information Items (INIT), which we define as the smallest element of coherent information in a text or a sentence. Our framework differs from previous abstractive summarization models in requiring a semantic analysis of the text. We present a first attempt made at developing a system from this framework, along with evaluation results for it from TAC 2010. We also present related work, both from within and outside of the automatic summarization domain.
Introduction
Summarization approaches can generally be categorized as extractive or abstractive (Mani, 2001) . Most systems developped for the main international conference on text summarization, the Text Analysis Conference (TAC) (Owczarzak and Dang, 2010) , predominantly use sentence extraction, including all the top-ranked systems, which make only minor post-editing of extracted sentences (Conroy et al., 2010) (Gillick et al., 2009) (Genest et al., 2008) (Chen et al., 2008) .
Abstractive methods require a deeper analysis of the text and the ability to generate new sentences, which provide an obvious advantage in improving the focus of a summary, reducing its redundancy and keeping a good compression rate. According to a recent study (Genest et al., 2009b) , there is an empirical limit intrinsic to pure extraction, as compared to abstraction. For these reasons, as well as for the technical and theoretical challenges involved, we were motivated to come up with an abstractive summarization model.
Recent abstractive approaches, such as sentence compression (Knight and Marcu, 2000) (Cohn and Lapata, 2009 ) and sentence fusion (Barzilay and McKeown, 2005) or revision (Tanaka et al., 2009) have focused on rewriting techniques, without consideration for a complete model which would include a transition to an abstract representation for content selection. We believe that a "fully abstractive" approach requires a separate process for the analysis of the text that serves as an intermediate step before the generation of sentences. This way, content selection can be applied to an abstract representation rather than to original sentences or generated sentences.
We propose the concept of Information Items (INIT) to help define the abstract representation. An INIT is the smallest element of coherent information in a text or a sentence. It can be something as simple as some entity's property or as complex as a whole description of an event or action. We believe that such a representation could eventually allow for directly answering queries or guided topic aspects, by generating sentences targeted to address specific information needs. source documents and generating a summary from them. Sentence compression first compresses the sentences and chooses from those and the source documents' sentences to form a summary; it may also be completed in the reverse order, which is to select sentences from the source documents and then compress them for the summary. Sentence fusion first identifies themes (clusters of similar sentences) from the source documents and selects which themes are important for the summary (a process similar to the sentence selection of centroidbased extractive summarization methods (Radev et al., 2004) ) and then generates a representative sentence for each theme by sentence fusion.
Our proposed abstractive summarization approach is fundamentally different because the selection of content is on Information Items rather than on sentences. The text-to-text generation aspect is also changed. Instead of purely going from whole sentences to generated sentences directly, there is now a text planning phase that occurs at the conceptual level, like in Natural Language Generation (NLG).
This approach has the advantage of generating typically short, information-focused sentences to produce a coherent, information rich, and less redundant summary. However, the difficulties are great: it is difficult for a machine to properly extract information from sentences at an abstract level, and text generated from noisy data will often be flawed. Generating sentences that do not all sound similar and generic is an additional challenge that we have for now circumvented by re-using the original sen-tence structure to a large extent, which is a type of text-to-text generation. Even considering those difficulties, we believe that efforts in abstractive summarization constitute the future of summarization research, and thus that it is worthwhile to work towards that end.
In this paper, we present our new abstractive summarization framework in section 2. Section 3 describes and analyses our first attempt at using this framework, for the TAC 2010 multi-document news summarization task, followed by the competition's results in section 4. In this first attempt, we simplified the framework of section 2 to obtain early results which can help us as we move forward in this project. Related work is discussed in section 5, and we conclude in section 6.
Abstractive Summarization Framework
Our proposed framework for fully abstractive summarization is illustrated in figure 1 . This section discusses how each step could be accomplished.
INIT Retrieval
An Information Item is the smallest element of coherent information in a text or a sentence. This intentionally vague definition leaves the implementation details to be decided based on resources available. The goal is to identify all entities in the text, their properties, predicates between them, and characteristics of the predicates. This seemingly unreachable goal, equivalent to machine reading, can be limited to the extent that we only need INITs to be precise and accurate enough to generate a summary from them.
The implementation of INITs is critical, as everything will depend on the abstract information available. Semantic Role Labeling (SRL) and predicatelogic analysis of text are two potential candidates for developing INIT Retrieval. Word-sense disambiguation, co-reference resolution and an analysis of word similarity seem important as well to complement the semantic analysis of the text.
INIT Selection
Given an analysis of the source documents that leads to a list of INITs, we may now proceed to select content for the summary. Frequency-based models, such as those used for extractive summarization, could be applied to INIT selection instead of sentence selection. This would result in favoring the most frequently occurring entities, predicates, and properties.
INIT selection could also easily be applied to tasks such as query-driven or guided summarization, in which the user information need is known and the summarization system attempts to address it. With smaller building blocks (INITs rather than sentences), it would be much easier to tailor summaries so that they include only relevant information.
Generation
Planning, summary planning in our case, provides the structure of the generated text. Most INITs do not lead to full sentences, and need to be combined into a sentence structure before being realized as text. Global decisions of the INIT selection step now lead to local decisions as to how to present the information to the reader, and in what order.
Text generation patterns can be used, based on some knowledge about the topic or the information needs of the user. One could use heuristic rules with different priority levels or pre-generated summary scenarios, to help decide how to structure sentences and order the summary. We believe that machine learning could be used to learn good summary structures as well.
Once the detailed planning is completed, the summary is realized with coherent syntax and punctuation. This phase may involve text-to-text generation, since the source documents' sentences provide a good starting point to generate sentences with varied and complex structures. The work of (Barzilay and McKeown, 2005) on sentence fusion shows an example of re-using the same syntactical structure of a source sentence to create a new one with a slightly different meaning.
First Attempt at Abstractive Summarization
The three-step plan that we laid down is very hard, and instead of tackling it head on, we decided to focus on certain aspects of it for now. We followed a simplified version of our framework, illustrated by the dashed line in Figure 1 . It defers the content selection step to the selection of generated short sentences, rather than actually doing it abstractly as
Original Sentence The Cypriot airliner that crashed in Greece may have suffered a sudden loss of cabin pressure at high altitude, causing temperatures and oxygen levels to plummet and leaving everyone aboard suffocating and freezing to death, experts said Monday. Selected Generated Sentence as it appears in the summary 1. Last year, 25 bears died in greater Yellowstone area.
Figure 2: Two example sentences and their processing by our 2010 system. In the summary, the date and location associated with an INIT are added to its generated sentence.
planned. The summary planning has to occur after generation and selection, in a Summary Generation step not shown explicitly on the workflow.
We have restricted our implementation of INITs to dated and located subject-verb-object(SVO) triples, thus relying purely on syntactical knowledge, rather than including the semantics required for our framework. Dates and locations receive a special treatment because we were interested in news summarization for this first attempt, and news articles are factual and give a lot of importance to date and location.
We did not try to combine more than one INIT in the same sentence, relying instead on short, to-the-point sentences, with one INIT each. Figure 2 shows two examples of sentences that were generated from a source document sentence using the simplified abstractive summarization framework.
At first glance, the simplified version of our approach for generating sentences may seem similar to sentence compression. However, it differs in three important ways from the definition of the task of compression usually cited (Knight and Marcu, 2000) :
• Our generated sentences intend to cover only one item of information and not all the important information of the original sentence.
• An input sentence may have several generated sentences associated to it, one for each of its INITs, where it normally has only one compressed sentence.
• Generated sentences sometimes include words that do not appear in the original sentence (like 'some' in the second example), whereas sentence compression is usually limited to word deletion.
Abstractive Summarization at TAC 2010
Our first attempt at full abstractive summarization took place in the context of the TAC 2010 multidocument news summarization task. This section describes briefly each module of our system, while (Genest and Lapalme, 2010) provides the implementation details.
INIT Retrieval
An INIT is defined as a dated and located subjectverb-object triple, relying mostly on syntactical analyses from the MINIPAR parser (Lin, 1998) and linguistic annotations from the GATE information extraction engine (Cunningham et al., 2002) . Every verb encountered forms the basis of a candidate INIT. The verb's subject and object are extracted, if they exist, from the parse tree. Each INIT is also tagged with a date and a location, if appropriate.
Many candidate INITs are rejected, for various reasons: the difficulty of generating a grammatical and meaningful sentence from them, the observed unreliability of parses that include them, or because it would lead to incorrect INITs most of the time.
The rejection rules were created manually and cover a number of syntactical situations. Cases in which bad sentences can be generated remain, of course, even though about half the candidates are rejected. Examples of rejected Inits include those with verbs in infinitive form and those that are part of a conditional clause. Discarding a lot of available information is a significant limitation of this first attempt, which we will address as the first priority in the future.
Generation
From each INIT retrieved, we directly generate a new sentence, instead of first selecting INITs and planning the summary. This is accomplished using the original parse tree of the sentence from which the INIT is taken, and the NLG realizer SimpleNLG (Gatt and Reiter, 2009) to generate an actual sentence. Sample generated sentences are illustrated in Figure 2 .
This process -a type of text-to-text generationcan be described as translating the parts that we want to keep from the dependency tree provided by the parser, into a format that the realizer understands. This way we keep track of what words play what role in the generated sentence and we select directly which parts of a sentence appear in a generated sentence for the summary. All of this is driven by the previous identification of INITs. We do not include any words identified as a date or a location in the sentence generation process, they will be generated if needed at the summary generation step, section 3.4.
Sentence generation follows the following steps:
• Generate a Noun Phrase (NP) to represent the subject if present • Generate a NP to represent the object if present • Generate a NP to represent the indirect object if present • Generate a complement for the verb if one is present and only if there was no object • Generate the Verb Phrase (VP) and link all the components together, ignoring anything else present in the original sentence
NP Generation
Noun phrase generation is based on the subtree of its head word in the dependency parse tree. The head in the subtree becomes the head of the NP and children in its parse subtree are added based on manual rules that determine which children are realized and how.
Verb Complement Generation
When an INIT has no object, then we attempt to find another complement instead, in case the verb would have no interesting meaning without a complement. The first verb modifier that follows it in the sentence order is used, including for example prepositional phrases and infinitive clauses.
VP Generation
Finally, the verb phrases are generated from each verb and some of its children. The NPs generated for the subject, object and indirect object are added, as well as the verb complement if it was generated. If there is an object but no subject, the VP is set to passive, otherwise the active form is always used. The tense (past or present) of the VP is set to the tense of the verb in the original sentence, and most modifiers like auxiliaries and negation are conserved.
Sentence Selection
To determine which of the generated sentences should be used in the summary, we would have liked to choose from among the INITs directly. For example, selecting the most frequent INIT, or INITs containing the most frequent subject-verb pair seem reasonable at first. However, during development, no such naive implementation of selecting INITs provided satisfactory results, because of the low frequency of those constructs, and the difficulty to compare them semantically in our current level of abstraction. Thus this critical content selection step occurs after the sentence generation process. Only the generated sentences are considered for the sentence selection process; original sentences from the source documents are ignored.
We compute a score based on the frequencies of the terms in the sentences generated from the INITs and select sentences that way. Document frequency (DF) -the number of documents that include an entity in its original text -of the lemmas included in the generated sentence is the main scoring criterion. This criterion is commonly used for summaries of groups of similar documents. The generated sentences are ranked based on their average DF (the sum of the DF of all the unique lemmas in the sentence, divided by the total number of words in the sentence). Lemmas in a stop list and lemmas that are included in a sentence already selected in the summary have their DF reduced to 0, to avoid favoring frequent empty words, and to diminish redundancy in the summary.
Summary Generation
A final summary generation step is required in this first attempt, to account for the planning stage and to incorporate dates and locations for the generated sentences.
Sentence selection provides a ranking of the generated sentences and a number of sentences intentionally in excess of the size limit of the summary is first selected. Those sentences are ordered by the date of their INIT when it can be determined. Otherwise, the day before the date of publication of the article that included the INIT is used instead. All generated sentences with the same known date are grouped in a single coordinated sentence. The date is included directly as a pre-modifier "On date," at the beginning of the coordination.
Each INIT with a known location has its generated sentence appended with a post-modifier "in location", except if that location has already been mentioned in a previous INIT of the summary.
At the end of this process, the size of the summary is always above the size limit. We remove the least relevant generated sentence and restart the summary generation process. We keep taking away the least relevant generated sentence in a greedy way, until the length of the summary is under the size limit. This naive solution to never exceed the limit was chosen because we originally believed that our INITs always lead to short generated sentences. However, it turns out that some of the generated summaries are a bit too short because some sentences that were removed last were quite long.
Results and Discussion
Here, we present and discuss the results obtained by our system in the TAC 2010 summarization system evaluation. We only show results for the evaluation of standard multi-document summaries; there was also an update task, but we did not develop a specific module for it. After ranking at or near the top with extractive approaches in past years (Genest et al., 2008) (Genest et al., 2009a) , we expected a large drop in our evaluation results with our first attempt at abstractive summarization. In general, they are indeed on the low side, but mostly with regards to linguistic quality.
As shown in Table 1 , the linguistic quality of our summaries was very low, in the bottom 5 of 43 participating automatic systems. This low linguistic score is understandable, because this was our first try at text generation and abstractive summarization, whereas the other systems that year used sentence extraction, with at most minor modifications made to the extracted sentences.
The cause of this low score is mostly our method for text generation, which still needs to be refined in several ways. The way we identify INITs, as we have already discussed, is not yet developped fully. Even in the context of the methodology outlined in section 3, and specifically 3.2, many improvements can still be made. Errors specific to the current state of our approach came from two major sources: incorrect parses, and insufficiently detailed and sometimes inappropriate rules for "translating" a part of a parse into generated text. A better parser would be helpful here and we will try other alternatives for dependency parsing in future work. Table 1 : Scores of pyramid, linguistic quality and overall responsiveness for our Abstractive Summarization (AS) system, the average of automatic systems (Avg), the best score of any automatic system (Best), and the average of the human-written models (Models). The rank is computed from amongst the 43 automatic summarization systems that participated in TAC 2010.
Although the linguistic quality was very low, our approach was given relatively good Pyramid (Nenkova et al., 2007 ) (a content metric) and overall responsiveness scores, near the average of automatic systems. This indicates that, even in a rough first try where content selection was not the main focus, our method is capable of producing summaries with reasonably good content and of reasonably good overall quality. There is a correlation between linguistic quality and the other two manual scores for most runs, but, as we can see in Figure 3 , the two runs that we submitted stand out, even though linguistic quality plays a large role in establishing the overall responsiveness scores. We believe this to be representative of the great difference of our approach compared to extraction. By extension, following the trend, we hope that increasing the linguistic quality of our approach to the level of the top systems would yield content and overall scores above their current ones.
The type of summaries that our approach produces might also explain why it receives good content and overall scores, even with poor linguistic quality. The generated sentences tend to be short, and although some few may have bad grammar or even little meaning, the fact that we can pack a lot of them shows that INITs give a lot more flexibility to the content selection module than whole sentences, that only few can fit in a small size limit such as 100 words. Large improvements are to be expected, since this system was developped over only a few months, and we haven't implemented the full scale of our framework described in section 2.
Related Work
We have already discussed alternative approaches to abstractive summarization in the introduction. This section focuses on other work dealing with the techniques we used.
Subject-Verb-Object (SVO) extraction is not new. Previous work by (Rusu et al., 2007) deals specifically with what the authors call triplet extraction, which is the same as SVO extraction. They have tried a variety of parsers, including MINIPAR, and they build parse trees to extract SVOs similarly to us. They applied this technique to extractive summarization in (Rusu et al., 2009 ) by building what the authors call semantic graphs, derived from triplets, and then using said graphs to identify the most interesting sentences for the summary. This purpose is not the same as ours, and triplet extraction was conducted quite superficially (and thus included a lot of noise), whereas we used several rules to clean up the SVOs that would serve as INITs.
Rewriting sentences one idea at a time, as we have done in this work, is also related to the field of text simplification. Text simplification has been associated with techniques that deal not only with helping readers with reading disabilities, but also to help NLP systems (Chandrasekar et al., 1996) . The work of (Beigman Klebanov et al., 2004) simplifies sentences by using MINIPAR parses as a starting point, in a process similar to ours, for the purpose of helping information-seeking applications in their own task. (Vickrey and Koller, 2008) applies similar techniques, using a sequence of rule-based simplifications of sentences, to preprocess documents for Semantic Role Labeling. (Siddharthan et al., 2004) uses shallow techniques for syntactical simplification of text by removing relative clauses and appositives, before running a sentence clustering algorithm for multi-document summarization.
The kind of text-to-text generation involved in our work is related to approaches in paraphrasing (Androutsopoulos and Malakasiotis, 2010) . Paraphrase generation produces sentences with similar meanings, but paraphrase extraction from texts requires a certain level of analysis. In our case, we are interested both in reformulating specific aspects of a sentence, but also in identifying parts of sentences (INITs) with similar meanings, for content selection. We believe that there will be more and more similarities between our work and the field of paraphrasing as we improve on our model and techniques.
Conclusion
We have proposed an ambitious new way of looking at abstractive summarization, with our proposed framework. We believe that this framework aims at the real goals of automatic summarization -controlling the content and structure of the summary. This requires both an ability to correctly analyze text, and an ability to generate text. We have described a first attempt at fully abstractive summarization that relies on text-to-text generation.
We find the early results of TAC 2010 quite satisfactory. Receiving a low linguistic quality score was expected, and we are satisfied with average performance in content and in overall responsiveness. It means that our text-to-text generation was good enough to produce understandable summaries.
Our next step will be to go deeper into the analysis of sentences. Generating sentences should rely less on the original sentence structure and more on the information meant to be transmitted. Thus, we want to move away from the current way we generate sentences, which is too similar to rule-based sentence compression. At the core of moving toward full abstraction, we need to redefine INITs so that they can be manipulated (compared, grouped, realized as sentences, etc.) more effectively. We intend to use tools and techniques that will enable us to find words and phrases of similar meanings, and to allow the generation of a sentence that is an aggregate of information found in several source sentences. In this way, we would be moving away from purely syntactical analysis and toward the use of semantics.
